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Phenomenology of extra-dimension scenario

     = Phenomenology of graviton Kaluza-Klein modes

Detection of Extra-dimension @ future colliders

     detection of KK graviton

            direct     KK graviton emission processes

            indirect KK graviton mediated processes

First detection of spin 2 particle !

Collider signal of large extra dimensions

Large extra-dimension (ADD) scenario (Arkani-Hamed-Dimopoulos-Dvali, ’98)



KK graviton:

KK gravi-scalar:

KK vectors

KK scalars
 do not couple to SM fields

 : negligible at high energies

Reduced Planck mass

Characteristic features: infinite tower of KK gravitons

                                         universal couplings



KK graviton mediated process

Need regularization

Naïve: Cut Off by



 I: total cross section

 new physics evidence

II: angular dependence of cross section

       effects due to spin 2 particle exchange

Important points:

  deviation  from the SM              collider energy

 LC   <   LHC

 precise measurements of angular dependence

 LC   >   LHC



process

KK graviton exchange is dominant

SM background free   very interesting

                                           if this cross section is large enough
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Example:

Comparable to



Angular dependence of cross section



Qualitative understanding of angular dependence

Initial state helicity:

  or

Final state helicity:    0

 Orbital angular momentum is needed

 to make up spin 2 of intermediate KK gravitons

Angular distribution reflects the spin 2 nature of KK gravitons



Invariant mass distributions



Invariant mass distributions



Number of remaining evens
per

700 Higgs Pair events @ 1TeV LC

                                           integrated luminosity
500

Essentially No SM backgrounds!
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Reconstruction of Angular Distribution (after selection)

integrated luminosity 500



Next example:

SM background

KK graviton contribution

process



Helicity amplitude for KK graviton mediated processes



Spin 2 nature of KK gravitons



Helicity amplitude for SM processes
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SM+KK

SM+KK
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SM+KK
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polarized



SM background

KK graviton contribution

process



SM

SM+KK

SM+KK



Plan

Realistic Monte Carlo simulations

Is it possible to distinguish final states with different helicity ?

Collider energy should be high as possible

Ms should be low as possible


